Abstract: Spectral and polarimetric contents of the light reflected from an object contain useful information on material type and surface characteristics of the object. Jointly exploiting spatial, spectral, and polarimetric information helps detect camouflage targets. Motivated by the vision mechanism of some known aquatic insects, we construct a bioinspired multiband polarimetric imaging system using a camera array, which simultaneously captures multiple images of different spectral bands and polarimetric angles. But the disparity between the fixed positions of each component camera leads to the loss of information in the boundary region and a reduction in the field of view (FOV). In order to overcome the limits, this paper presents a deep learning method for FOV expansion, incorporating the gradient prior of the image into a nine-dimensional convolutional neural network's framework to learn end-toend mapping between the incomplete images and the FOV-expanded images. With FOV expansion, the proposed model recovers significant missing information. For the problem of insufficient training data, we construct the training dataset and propose the corresponding training methods to achieve good convergence of the network. We also provide some experimental results to validate its state-of-the-art performance of FOV expansion.
Introduction
Multiband polarimetric imaging technology can be applied in many fields such as land cover classification, target detection, 3-D surface reconstruction, glare and shadow removing [1] . The spectral and polarimetric features measured via such technology characterizing surface materials is helpful for detection of camouflage and invisible target that cannot be discriminated by traditional optical imaging technology [2] .
Conventional multiband polarimetric imaging technologies capture images of different spectral bands and polarimetric angles in sequence. Imaging time is long and the measurement is coarse, which does not satisfy imaging requirement of time-sensitive targets. To tackle these shortcomings, we analysed the spectral and polarimetric sensing mechanism of some known aquatic insects, and established a corresponding bio-inspired multiband polarimetric imaging system using a camera array which can simultaneously capture multiple images of different spectral bands and polarimetric angles. But the disparity between the fixed positions of each component camera leads to that each camera only takes part of the scene. The captured images lost some marginal information of scene in varying degrees, resulting in a reduction in the FOV. To expand the FOV, we need to register and correct the multiband polarization images, and then reconstruct the FOV-expanded images by recovering the missing information. Our previous works show that the traditional compound model can obtain large FOV images by its alignment and mosaicking technology, but cannot recover the corresponding multiband polarization information of their missing areas [3] , [4] . It is also found that nine images which contain different spectral and polarization information, have strong Redundancy And Correlation (RAC) in the spectrum and polarization dimensions [2] . A Low Rank Matrix Recovery theory was employed to solve the recovery problem of high-correlation heterogeneous images [5] , but information from the restored FOV-expanded images is distorted and not ideal at all for various applied purposes. So it is necessary to develop a new effective method to expand the FOV of multiband polarization images according to the correlation among nine images taken by the bio-inspired multiband polarimetric imaging system.
In this paper, the deep convolutional neural network (CNN) is first proposed for information restoration of heterogeneous images for FOV expansion. Specifically, we incorporate the gradient priors of the image into a nine-dimensional CNN framework to learn an end-to-end mapping between the nine incomplete images and the FOV-expanded images. Through the mapping function of FOV expansion, we reconstruct nine FOV-expanded multiband polarization images. The proposed nine-dimensional convolutional neural network with gradient priors (NdCNN-pr) model has several appealing properties. First, NdCNN-pr adopts a nine-dimensional CNN framework to take full advantage of the correlation among the nine images, which is vital to the final quality of FOV expansion. Second, NdCNN-pr incorporates the gradient priors of the image into the training of network, which reduces edge artifact and improves the overall performance of the FOV expansion. Third, it is an end-to-end framework which does not need pre/post-processing. The proposed NdCNN-pr model can expand the FOV of any size image in the testing phase. Last, NdCNN-pr jointly optimizes all operations with a lightweight structure, avoiding a complex optimization problem generally involved in traditional methods. It also achieves fast speed by uniting parallel computation on a modern powerful GPU. Meanwhile due to the peculiarity of FOV expansion, to gather sufficient training dataset for CNN training is always an issue. To solve this problem, some ordinary images are selected to pretrain the network, then a relatively small training dataset is sufficient to achieve convergence.
The main contributions of this paper are summarized in the following. 1) We propose a nine-dimensional CNN framework for FOV expansion of the bio-inspired multiband polarimetric imaging system. The network learns directly an end-to-end mapping between the nine incomplete images and the FOV-expanded images, which does not need any pre/post-processing. 2) The gradient priors information of image is used to boost the performance of the FOV expansion by paying special attention to image gradients and textures in the training phase. 3) We demonstrate that deep learning is useful for the information recovery of FOV expansion in the multiband polarimetric imaging system, and can achieve outstanding quality. The remainder is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce a bio-inspired multiband polarimetric imaging system motivated by the vision system of aquatic organisms. Section 3 describes the proposed NdCNN-pr framework for FOV expansion of multiband polarimetric imaging system. Section 4 constructs the training dataset, and provides some experimental results and evaluation. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 5.
Bioinspired Multiband Polarimetric Imaging System
Traditional compound model is isomorphic, each ommatidium has the same function. Images captured by different ommatidia have the same information in the common FOV. Image of large FOV Fig. 1 . Prototype of bioinspired multiband polarization imaging system. The camera array can capture images of different spectral bands or polarimetric angles by its spectral filter or polarizer. can be obtained by alignment and mosaicking technology. As for the vision structure of dobson or mantis shrimp, different ommatidia have different structures and functions, and each ommatidium captures image of different spectral bands or polarimetric angles. Isomorphic compound model cannot describe multiband polarimetric vision. Based on the compound structure of dobson or mantis shrimp, we have established a bio-inspired multiband polarimetric imaging system using a camera array that simultaneously captures images of different bands and polarimetric angles [2] . The proposed imager consists of nine CCD cameras, arranged in a 3 × 3 square array. Polarizers of different angles (0°400-700 nm, 45°400-700 nm, 90°400-700 nm and 135°400-700 nm) and spectral filters of different bands (red 620-780 nm, orange 590-620 nm, yellow 560-590 nm, green 490-560 nm and blue 420-450 nm) are fixed in front of the lens of the camera array. Fig. 1 shows the appearance of the bio-inspired multiband polarimetric imaging system. The geometry of the multiband polarization imager described above shows that each CCD camera has a fixed position different from the others, which results in disparity in the coverage of each camera. Each camera captures the scene with a slightly different coverage. As shown in Fig. 2 we hope to reconstruct the FOV-expanded images by recovering the missing band and polarization information. Due to the difference existing in the image acquisition process, the multiband polarization images must be corrected and registered before information recovering. The images collected by the adjacent camera have both the overlapping FOV region and non-overlapping FOV region. These parts contain its own band information and polarization information. The region to be restored is mainly the edge of the images (X 1 ...X N ), and the estimated missing parts (W 1 ...W N ) should maintain the integrity of their respective band information and polarization information, which is a huge challenge.
Information Recovery Using CNN for FOV Expansion
There is a strong correlation among the nine multiband polarization images owing to the same scene content taken by the nine cameras. Therefore, we can estimate the missing information by exploiting the correlation among images [6] .
The FOV and size of the reconstructed image are greater than those of the images captured by individual CCD camera [7] .
The Proposed CNN Model for FOV Expansion
Traditional methods first estimate the missing spectral and polarization information, and then employ the estimated information to reconstruct the FOV-expanded images. Our proposed method learns an end-to-end mapping between the nine incomplete images and the FOV-expanded images directly. The mapping is represented as a CNN model that takes the nine incomplete images as the input and the FOV-expanded images as the output. In this manner, unlike traditional methods that handle each component separately, our method jointly optimizes all convolutional layers. There are three reasons for choosing CNN to learn the mapping of FOV expansion. First, CNN with very deep architecture increases the capacity and flexibility to study the correlation among the nine multiband polarization images. Second, considerable advances have been achieved on regularization methods, such as Rectifier Linear Unit (ReLU), and they can be adopted in a CNN to speed up the training process and improve the performance of FOV expansion. Third, CNN is well-suited for parallel computation on modern powerful GPUs, which can be exploited to improve the run-time performance. Our experimental results also demonstrate the feasibility of CNN in the FOV expansion of multiband polarization imaging system (more details in Section 4).
Despite CNN has achieved state-of-the-art performance for image classification [8] , [9] and recognition tasks [10] , it is still not widely used for image reconstruction. To our knowledge, there is no report of applying CNN to FOV expansion of heterogeneous images. Existing CNN models usually use a single image as input, such as those models described in AlexNet [8] and SRCNN [11] , which is not suitable for the FOV expansion of heterogeneous images because their formulation will neglect the strong correlation among the nine images. A CNN model for single image input is ineffective to recover the missing information due to the lack of prior information. Therefore we propose a nine-dimensional CNN framework to use all nine images as input for reconstruction of the missing edges of the image. But the results obtained by the CNN model will still have artifacts at the edges and at areas with rich texture. To further improve the final quality of FOV expansion, a gradient feature extraction layer is connected to the end of the proposed nine-dimensional CNN framework, paying special attention to image gradients and textures in the training phase. Fig. 3 shows the structure of the proposed NdCNN-pr for FOV expansion. A multi-camera calibration is first employed to obtain the internal and external parameters of the camera array and used to calibrate image distortion. And then the Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF) [12] method is chosen to register the images. The input of the proposed NdCNN-pr model is nine images with missing coverage that contain different band information and polarization information. The middle incomplete image with red border in Fig. 3 is set as the target image to be reconstructed, and the other eight images are used to provide additional information for the FOV expansion of this target image. The FOV-expanded image corresponding to the Incomplete Target Image is set as the groundtruth image. Conceptually, the proposed NdCNN-pr model contains four types of convolutional layers: nine-dimensional feature extraction, mapping of FOV expansion, reconstruction, and gradient feature extraction. In particular, we deal with the nine input images through the ninedimensional network structure in the nine-dimensional feature extraction section. And at the last layer, we combine gradient priors into the training of network.
Nine-Dimensional Feature Extraction
Consider a single input image (grayscale image) has dimensions M × N × 1, where M and N are the width and height of the input image respectively. With nine images as input, we first concatenate the nine incomplete input images along the third dimension before the first convolutional layer, with size M × N × 9. Here the incomplete image stored in the fifth dimension of the input data X is the target image to be reconstructed, and the FOV-expanded image corresponding to the target image is the groundtruth image. Note that one/nine-dimensional refers to the size of the third dimension of vector and the fifth dimension is also defined according to the size of the third dimension of vector in this paper. And our goal is translated to recover an FOV-expanded image F (X ) which is as similar as possible to the groundtruth image Y from nine-dimensional input data X.
The first convolutional layer is employed to extract features from the nine-dimensional input data X by convolving it with a set of filters. In particular, a nine-dimensional filter of size f 1 × f 1 × 9 is used to extract features in the first layer. Compared to one-dimensional convolution used in the network whose input is single image, the nine one-dimensional convolutions are performed on nine images respectively and then an additional summing process is added in the convolution operation. With the first convolutional layer, the NdCNN-pr selectively extracts corresponding features of the nine incomplete images simultaneously, and integrates the features of other eight images to compose the feature map of the Incomplete Target Image, as shown in Fig. 4 . Nine-dimensional framework not only reduces the complexity of the network, but also improves the efficiency of FOV expansion. In comparison with the single image input model, our model improve the effect of FOV expansion significantly without increasing too much calculation. We also apply the Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU, max (0, 1)) [13] on all filter responses to improve the overall expressiveness of the network. Formally, the first layer of NdCNN-pr is an operation expressed as F 1 :
= max 0, Where W 1 and B 1 represent the filters and biases respectively, and the size of
Since the input data is nine-dimensional, we set c = 9; w 11 , w 12 ...w 19 are the values of W 1 at c = 1, 2...9 with the same size f 1 × f 1 × 1 × n 1 . And x1, x2...x9 correspond to nine incomplete images contained in nine-dimensional input data X. f 1 is the size of a filter, and n 1 is the number of filters. The output is composed of n 1 feature maps of the Incomplete Target Image. It's remarkable that all the subscript of symbol correspond to the number of layer in this paper.
Mapping of FOV Expansion and Reconstruction
In the second convolutional layer, we apply n 2 filters which have a spatial support 1 × 1 to convolve n 1 feature maps of the Incomplete Target Image which contains the feature of the other eight incomplete images. The feature of other eight images is fused via a series of convolution operations to achieve a one-to-one nonlinear mapping between the n 1 feature maps of the incomplete image and n 2 feature maps of FOV-expanded image, as shown in Fig. 4 . Each of the output n 2 -dimensional vectors is a representation of a FOV-expanded patch that will be used for the next layer. In the third layer, one filter is used to reconstruct the final FOV-expanded image. The operations of the second layer and third layer are:
Here W 2 is of size 1 × 1 × n 1 × n 2 , and B 2 is n 2 -dimensional. W 3 is of size f 3 × f 3 × n 2 × n 3 , and B 3 is a 1-dimensional vector.
Edge Enhancement With Gradient Priors
After the third convolutional layers, a gradient feature extraction layer is followed for image gradients and textures [14] , which is used to boost the performance of the FOV expansion in training phase. The operation of the fourth layer is:
Here W 4 are Sobel Edge filters [15] , which are used to generate two feature maps to capture the horizontal and vertical gradient information. Then the information flows from the measurement error will be propagated to the reconstruction part of NdCNN-pr without updating the filter. F p r means incorporating priors, such as extracting image gradient information. F p r (X ) and F p r (Y) are the gradient information of FOV-expanded image F (X ) and groundtruth image Y respectively.
Loss Function
The loss function Loss of NdCNN-pr includes two parts: the reconstruction loss Loss r and the gradient feature loss Loss p r . Given a set of nine-dimensional incomplete images {X i } and their corresponding FOV-expanded images {Y i }, we use Mean Squared Error (MSE) as the loss function to make the FOV-expanded images as close to the groundtruth images as possible:
Loss = Loss r + α Loss p r (8) Where N is the number of training samples. The parameter α is a trade-off between the reconstruction objective and the respective feature consistency measurement. A zeroing training approach is applied in the training which means the balance parameter α will decreases gradually in the training and the contribution of gradient priors to the gradient updating process is reduced gradually. The loss is minimized using stochastic gradient descent with the standard back-propagation.
Experiments and Results
In this section, we construct a dataset for FOV expansion of the bio-inspired multiband polarimetric imaging system and demonstrate the performance of the proposed NdCNN-pr for estimating the spectral and polarization information in the expanded FOV with a series of experiments.
Training Data
Training of CNN requires a large amount of training data. However, due to the peculiarity of the FOV expansion model, we do not have sufficient training data. To solve this problem, the training set consisting of 91 images [16] is selected to pretrain the NdCNN-pr model with one-dimensional input (CNN-pr), and the pretrained filter values from the CNN-pr are transferred to the NdCNNpr model. Since the target image is stored in the fifth dimension, the values of the first filter of the CNN-pr are used to initialize the fifth dimensional weight w 15 in NdCNN-pr model. And the remaining eight weights (w 11 ...w 14 , w 16 ...w 19 ) of first filter are initialized by random from a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and standard deviation of 0.001 in NdCNN-pr model. Then from the hyperspectral image database described in [17] which is most similar to our multiband polarization images, we randomly intercepted 540 hyperspectral images of size 500 × 500 to train our NdCNNpr model. The 540 hyperspectral images are composed of 60 sets of images in different scenes, and each group contains 9 images with the same scene but different bands. To better simulate the image acquired by the bio-inspired multiband polarimetric imaging system, we set the pixel value of the edge of the pretraining images (91 images) and training images (540 hyperspectral images) to zero according to the positional arrangement of the nine cameras. And through multiple experiments we found that for the training image of size 500 × 500, the NdCNN-pr model has the best effect of FOV expansion when it is cut by about 30 pixels. Then we concatenated the nine edge-sheared hyperspectral images along the third dimension. The edge-sheared hyperspectral images stored in the fifth dimension of input data is the Incomplete Target Images we want to reconstruct, and the corresponding original image before edges cropping is the groundtruth image. In order to increase the diversity of the training images, and make the NdCNN-pr realize FOV expansion of the different types of incomplete images, nine edge sheared hyperspectral images in each group are concatenated along the third dimension in a different order as an input data of NdCNN-pr. In this way, the NdCNN-pr model can learn the FOV-expanded mapping of different types of incomplete images, and further expand the FOV of nine incomplete images in turn simply by changing the order in which the incomplete images are concatenated in the test stage. We also select 20 sets of corrected and registered multiband polarization images taken by the bio-inspired multiband polarimetric imaging system for network fine-tuning. In this way, we construct a training dataset of NdCNN-pr. Fig. 5 shows a test image which is a simulation image composed of a road scene in the center along with sixteen images around it. The size of the test image is 250 mm(W) × 190 mm(H), and the distance to the camera array was approximately 0.8 m. The center image consists of two parts: a color background (trees and sky) and a monochrome road surface. The part of monochrome road surface also contains two hidden automobile objects, which are invisible due to the same brightness intensity as that of the road surface. However, the automobile objects can be observed under a polarized light since they have different polarization characteristics from that of the road surface. Each of the sixteen small images also contains a hidden fish object having similar characteristics to the automobile objects in the center image. To assess the fidelity of the estimated polarization and multiband spectral information in the expanded FOV region, we placed 18 small color patches around the center image. The test image was posted on the wall to maintain the same distance from the camera. And we also selected two sets of test images taken at different scenes and shooting distances to further validate the proposed NdCNN-pr.
Test Data

NdCNN-pr Model Parameters
We train the proposed NdCNN-pr with deep learning toolbox matconvnet, and also achieve fast speed by uniting parallel computation on a GTX 770 GPU. A typical setting is f 1 = 9, f 2 = 1, f 3 = 5, n 1 = 64, n 2 = 32 and n 3 = 1, according to Dong's work [11] . In the training phase, the input subimages {X i } of spatial size 33 × 33 are randomly cropped from the training dataset with a stride of 14. And we also evaluate more setting in the experiment section. As a smaller learning rate in the last layer is important for network to converge [18] , the learning rates of the four convolutional layers are 10 −4 , 10 −4 , 10 −5 , 10 −5 respectively, and a weight decay rate of 0.0005.
Experimental Results
For the experiment, we captured a set of pictures of the test image in different spectral wavelengths and polarimetric angles. The size of the groundtruth images is 870 × 1120. Fig. 6 shows five spectral band images taken by red, orange, yellow, green, and blue color filters and four polarization images taken by polarization filters at angles of 0°, 45°, 90°, and 135°. All these pictures were taken by a single fixed camera with different color filters and polarization filters to align all component images. The obtained multiband spectral and polarization information were used as the groundtruth to evaluate the performance of the proposed NdCNN-pr. Fig. 7 shows multiband spectral and polarization images taken by the camera array. Due to the limited FOV, each component camera only captures a part of the scene. As a result, multiband spectral and polarization information is lost in the extended FOV, shown as dark edges surrounding the center image. By training the NdCNNpr, we obtained the optimal filters parameters which were used to reconstruct the FOV-expanded multiband polarization images in the testing phase. Fig. 8 shows nine FOV-expanded multiband polarization images reconstructed by the proposed NdCNN-pr model. By changing the order of the nine incomplete images, we successively reconstructed the corresponding nine FOV-expanded multiband polarization images with the proposed NdCNN-pr model. Hidden objects in the expanded FOV region are visible in the reconstructed multiband polarization images, and the color patches are also recovered perfectly. In the missing part of original image, the band information and the polarization information are recovered very well. Moreover, instead of simply copying the other band and polarization information, the information in the same band and the same polarization condition is maintained and the uniqueness of the multiband data is preserved. The FOV is increased from the reconstruction method, not by changing optical lens, so the contraction between FOV and resolution of image is avoided.
To evaluate the performance of the proposed NdCNN-pr model, we computed the fidelity of spectral and polarization information in the FOV-expanded multiband polarization image, and compared them with the groundtruth data. We select several proper evaluating indicator from several existing image quality evaluation methods [19] - [21] to estimate the FOV-expanded effect of our proposed NdCNN-pr. Table 1 lists the mean peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), the mean structural similarity index measurement (SSIM), the mean feature similarity index measurement (FSIM), and the mean inference time of nine FOV-expanded images obtained by different models. Compared with other models, our proposed NdCNN-pr model achieves the best reconstruction effect. It further illustrates the superior recovery capability of our NdCNN-pr model. It proves the nine-dimensional framework and gradient feature prior learning framework of NdCNN-pr model can further improve the performance of FOV expansion. Although it takes about two days to train the network model, we directly realize FOV expansion of nine incomplete images in the testing stage by using the filter parameters obtained by network training, which increases the running speed significantly. Table 2 shows the amount of FOV expansion. The FOV was expanded from 15.77°to 17.12°and from 11.69°to 13.05°, in horizontal and vertical direction, respectively, which are equivalent to an increase in FOV of 8.57% and 10.44%. We also demonstrate the importance of pretraining. Table 3 shows the mean PSNR of nine FOV-expanded images with and without pretraining. The filters of the NdCNN-pr models without pretraining were all initialized with random Gaussian distributed values with standard deviation of 0.001 and were trained for 4000 iterations. The pretrained NdCNN-pr models were initialized with the filter weights from CNN-pr model. The performance of pretrained model did not improve anymore after 2000 iterations due to the pretrained values. We can see using pretraining not only greatly reduces the demand for training data and accelerates the convergence of the network, but also improves the PSNR by additional 0.44 dBs. In general, the performance of FOV expansion would still improve if we enlarge the network scale, such as adding more layers and filters or increasing the size of the filters, at the cost of running time [11] . Table 4 evaluates the performance of using different numbers of filters. It is clear that better performance can be achieved using more filters, but it also increases the running time significantly. We also examined the performance of different filter sizes. Our results show that a reasonably larger filter size will improve the performance, but at the same time reduce the running speed. The selection of network scale often is a trade-off between performance and speed.
The results of FOV expansion of two sets of test images are shown in Fig. 10 . These two sets of test images were collected at different shooting distances, so the degree of loss of information was different. The first set of test images is taken in the room, shooting distance is 0.6 m. The scene contains some cups with polarization characteristics and paper with different colored characters. The second set of test images is taken outdoor and the shooting distance is 15 m. We selected cars and leaves with obvious polarization characteristics as our subject. After pre-processing and registration, the FOV of test images was expanded by the proposed NdCNN-pr model. And the final experimental results also show that the FOV-expanded images retain the original multiband polarization information and also complement the missing parts. The degree of polarization (DoP) and spectral characteristics of the object are also well maintained. The FOV of the two sets of images was expanded by 16.3% and 4.4% respectively. Since only one camera provides the information on the corner, measured data was not enough to reconstruct all the polarization information at other angles or spectral information in other bands, which led to the black area at the four vertices due to the lack of valid measurements. But in general, our proposed NdCNN-pr model also achieves outstanding performance of FOV expansion with different degrees of loss of information.
Conclusion
Aiming at the particularity of the FOV expansion of a bio-inspired multiband polarimetric imaging system. A nine-dimensional CNN framework was proposed for FOV expansion in this paper, which makes full use of the correlation among the nine images. We further improved the quality of FOV expansion by combining gradient priors information into the nine-dimensional CNN framework. For the problem of insufficient training data, we constructed the corresponding training dataset and combined the pretraining method. Finally, the convergence of the NdCNN-pr was well realized. Extensive experimental results demonstrated that the proposed NdCNN-pr model achieves outstanding performance of FOV expansion. The proposed NdCNN-pr model also provides a basis for the deep learning method in the reconstruction of multiple heterogeneous images.
